Design
and Technology
Made in Italy

PROFESSIONAL AND
INDUSTRIAL OVENS FOR PIZZA,
PASTRY AND BAKERY.

THE COMMITMENT TO BE LEADER.
ITALFORNI, company with a modern and dynamic
character, operates with high specialization
in the field of electric and gas ovens.
The company, with a forty years experience, offers one
craftsmanship, placing meticulous care in each particular
and using the best materials available on the market.
The production is divided into a range of models that
are addressed to the Pizza, Pastry, Bakery and
Rosticceria sectors. But ITALFORNI has always
been successfully engaged even in advanced achievements
of ovens for Ceramics, Porcelain and Glass bending.
Always attentive and sensitive to ecological issues
ITALFORNI creates its products with respect
of environmental sustainability.
The company proposes itself as a technological structure
projected to the future, dynamic and efficient, perfectly
able to respond to every need, from the professional
to the artist, from the craftsman to the school.

The heat of ideas in the world.
The company operates successfully
both in Italy and abroad, distributing its
products in Europe, Middle East, Far East,
North Africa and North America.
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PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE.
ITALFORNI was founded in 1978 by the idea of two partners,
Bruno Ricci and Branislav Pagani. This year the company celebrates
its 40th anniversary. From the beginning the company operates
in the production of electric and gas ovens for the professional sector.
The core business is concentrated in kilns for ceramics, glass and porcelain,
and only 40% of the production is dedicated for food cooking.
In 1997 Andrea Ricci, son of Bruno, becames General Manager.
With his brother Roberto, Production Director, he starts a managerial
transformation of the company calling Silvano Ranieri as Sales
Manager for the Italian market.
Ricci and Ranieri focus in the food sector, which becomes increasingly
important, up to over 90% of the company’s turnover. The strategy
changes through a series of investments on numerous new products.
INNOVATION, PERFORMANCE, DESIGN and RELIABILITY become
the cornerstones to which the company is inspired in the realization
of its products ensuring its customers adaptability to different production
needs, ergonomics and functionality in use, operational safety,
energy saving, all in compliance with the food safety regulations.
A continuous improvement guaranteed by the ability to listen to the market,
which in a short time brings ITALFORNI among the top 3 producers
of the sector in Italy. In these years are born products like the Tunnel
with refractory stone conveyor belt, the Bull with tempered coloured glass
coating, the Diamond with an aluminum shell with strong impact design.

Values and tradition that are renewed.
A design that expresses our continuous renewal.
An image that translates into colors and signs our
guidelines: Performances, Reliability and Design.
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2017. Italforni and its Tunnel
oven hit the Guinness World
Record with pride. Thousands
of people have tasted the
longest pizza in the world (2.1 km)
in Fontana, California.

2017. Italforni ovens at the Festival
of Sanremo, in the tv program “Italy in the
window”, which tells about the excellences
of Italian food and wine.

2009. The Tunnel oven
with conveyor belt in
refractory stone is now
available. Italforni patent.

2014. The Bull Oven, designed
by Raffaele Gerardi, receives
the Gulfood 2014 award - Dubai
as the best product of the year.

2015. The American Branch opens,
and certifications for distribution
of products in North America
(ETL - CSA) are acquired.

2017. The Diamond oven is
awarded with the “Smart
Label” at Host Show in Milan.

2019. Italforni define his new Brand Identity,
included a new logotype, new Catalogues
layout and new Showroom spaces.
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